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(54) Fluid ejection device

(57) In one embodiment, the present invention re-
cites a fluid ejection device comprising a first drop ejec-
tor (303 and 406) associated with a firing chamber (301).
The first drop ejector is configured to cause fluid having
a first drop weight to be ejected from the firing chamber,
wherein the first drop ejector includes a first heating el-
ement (303) and first drive circuitry (406) electrically
coupled with the first heating element. The present em-
bodiment further comprises a first bore (317) disposed
within an orifice layer (305) disposed proximate the first
drop ejector and associated with the first drop ejector.

The present embodiment also comprises a second drop
ejector (304 and 408) associated with the firing cham-
ber. The second drop ejector is configured to cause fluid
having a second drop weight to be ejected from the firing
chamber, wherein the second drop ejector includes a
second heating element and second drive circuitry elec-
trically coupled with the second heating element. The
present embodiment further comprises a second bore
(319) disposed within the orifice layer disposed proxi-
mate the second drop ejector, and the second bore is
associated with the second drop ejector.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present claimed invention relates to fluid
ejection devices. More specifically, the present claimed
invention relates to generating multiple drops weights in
a fluid ejection device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As technology progresses, increased perform-
ance demands are placed on various components in-
cluding printing systems. For example, modern printing
systems may now handle many different print modes
and/or various print media. Furthermore, each print
mode and/or print media may use a particular drop
weight in order to maximize efficiency of the printing
process. That is, when in draft mode, or when operating
in high throughput printing conditions, it may be desira-
ble to eject higher weight ink drops from the firing cham-
ber of the printhead. Conversely, photo printing or UIQ
(ultimate image quality) printing may be performed more
effectively by ejecting lower weight ink drops from the
firing chamber of the printhead.
[0003] Moreover, UIQ printing is thought to exist only
when drop weights are on the order of 1-2 nanograms
thereby reaching the visual perception limits of the hu-
man eye. Draft mode printing, on the other hand, may
typically operate efficiently with ink drop weights of at
least 3-6 nanograms. As a result of such different drop
weight requirements, a pen having a printhead designed
for one type of printing mode or media is often not well
suited for use with a separate and different type of print-
ing mode or media.
[0004] As yet another concern, the printing mode may
not be consistent throughout an entire print job. For ex-
ample, on a single page it may be desirable to print a
high quality image (e.g. a photographic image) on one
portion of the page and print a lower quality image (e.g.
a monochrome region) on another portion of the page.
In such a case, a low drop weight printhead may be used
to achieve the photo quality resolution of the photo-
graphic image, but such a low drop weight printhead
may not be particularly efficient for printing the mono-
chrome region. Thus, a particular printhead which is
chosen for its ability to perform photo quality printing,
may ultimately reduce the efficiency of an overall print-
ing process.
[0005] Thus, a desire has arisen for drop weights that
correspond to differing resolutions and that efficiently
meet technological demands of sophisticated printing
systems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] In one embodiment, the present invention re-
cites a fluid ejection device comprising a first drop ejec-

tor associated with a firing chamber. The first drop ejec-
tor is configured to cause fluid having a first drop weight
to be ejected from the firing chamber, wherein the first
drop ejector includes a first heating element and first
drive circuitry electrically coupled with the first heating
element. The present embodiment further comprises a
first bore disposed within an orifice layer disposed prox-
imate the first drop ejector and associated with the first
drop ejector. The present embodiment also comprises
a second drop ejector associated with the firing cham-
ber. The second drop ejector is configured to cause fluid
having a second drop weight to be ejected from the firing
chamber, wherein the second drop ejector includes a
second heating element and second drive circuitry elec-
trically coupled with the second heating element. The
present embodiment further comprises a second bore
disposed within the orifice layer disposed proximate the
second drop ejector, and the second bore is associated
with the second drop ejector.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The accompanying drawings, which are incor-
porated in and form a part of this specification, illustrate
embodiments of the invention.

FIGURE 1 is a perspective diagram (partial cut-
away) of an exemplary printer system in which a
printhead including a multi-drop weight firing archi-
tecture may be employed in accordance with vari-
ous embodiments of the present claimed invention.

FIGURE 2 is a perspective view of a replaceable
printer component in which a printhead including a
multi-drop weight firing architecture may be em-
ployed in accordance with various embodiments of
the present claimed invention.

FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of a portion of a
printhead having a multi-drop weight firing architec-
ture in accordance with various embodiments of the
present claimed invention.

FIGURE 4 is a plan view of a plurality of heating
elements located in a common firing chamber and
a plurality of drive circuitry and bores located prox-
imate to the common firing chamber of a multi-drop
weight firing architecture in accordance with various
embodiments of the present claimed invention.

FIGURE 5A is a side sectional schematic view of a
plurality of heating elements located in a common
firing chamber and corresponding offset bores lo-
cated proximate to the common firing chamber of a
multi-drop weight firing architecture in accordance
with various embodiments of the present claimed
invention.
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FIGURE 5B is a side sectional schematic view of a
plurality of heating elements located in a common
firing chamber and corresponding bores located
proximate to the common firing chamber of a multi-
drop weight firing architecture in accordance with
various embodiments of the present claimed inven-
tion.

FIGURE 6 is a plan view of another configuration of
a plurality of heating elements located in a common
firing chamber and a plurality of drive circuitry and
bores located proximate to the common firing
chamber of a multi-drop weight firing architecture in
accordance with various embodiments of the
present claimed invention.

FIGURE 7A is a side sectional schematic view of a
plurality of heating elements located in a common
firing chamber and corresponding bores (some of
which are offset) located proximate to the common
firing chamber of a multi-drop weight firing architec-
ture in accordance with various embodiments of the
present claimed invention.

FIGURE 7B is a side sectional schematic view of a
plurality of heating elements located in a common
firing chamber and corresponding bores located
proximate to the common firing chamber of a multi-
drop weight firing architecture in accordance with
various embodiments of the present claimed inven-
tion.

FIGURE 8A is a plan view of one orientation of a
plurality of bores on a printhead in which a plurality
of heating elements are disposed in a common fir-
ing chamber in accordance with various embodi-
ments of the present claimed invention.

FIGURE 8B is a plan view of another orientation of
a plurality of bores on a printhead in which a plurality
of heating elements are disposed in a common fir-
ing chamber in accordance with various embodi-
ments of the present claimed invention.

FIGURE 9 is a flow chart of steps performed during
the manufacturing of a fluid ejection device having
a plurality of heating elements located in a common
firing chamber and a plurality of drive circuitry locat-
ed proximate to the common firing chamber in ac-
cordance with one embodiment of the present
claimed invention.

FIGURE 10 is a flow chart of steps performed during
the manufacturing of a fluid ejection device having
a plurality of heating elements located in a common
firing chamber and a plurality of drive circuitry locat-
ed proximate to the common firing chamber in ac-
cordance with another embodiment of the present

claimed invention.

The drawings referred to in this description should
be understood as not being drawn to scale except
if specifically noted.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Reference will now be made in detail to the pre-
ferred embodiments of the invention, examples of which
are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. While the
invention will be described in conjunction with the pre-
ferred embodiments, it will be understood that they are
not intended to limit the invention to these embodiments.
On the contrary, the invention is intended to cover alter-
natives, modifications and equivalents, which may be
included within the spirit and scope of the invention as
defined by the appended claims. Furthermore, in the fol-
lowing detailed description of the present invention, nu-
merous specific details are set forth in order to provide
a thorough understanding of the present invention.
However, the present invention may be practiced with-
out these specific details.
[0009] The following discussion will begin with a gen-
eral description of the various structures and devices in
which embodiments of the present invention may be
employed. This general discussion will be provided in
conjunction with Figures 1-3. The following discussion
will then provide, in conjunction with Figures 4-10, a de-
tailed description of the multi-drop weight firing architec-
ture, and corresponding method of manufacture, of the
present claimed invention. With reference now to Figure
1, a perspective diagram (partial cut-away) of an exem-
plary printer system 101 in which a printhead including
a multi-drop weight firing architecture may be employed
in accordance with embodiments of the present inven-
tion is shown. Exemplary printer system 101 includes a
printer housing 103 having platen 105 to which input me-
dia 107 (e.g. paper) is transported by mechanisms
known in the art. Additionally, exemplary printer system
101 includes a carriage 109 holding at least one replace-
able printer component 111 (e.g. a printer cartridge) for
ejecting fluid such as ink onto input media 107. Carriage
109 is typically mounted on a slide bar 113 or similar
mechanism to allow the carriage 109 to be moved along
a scan axis, X, denoted by arrow 115. Also, during typ-
ical operation, input media 107 is moved along a feed
axis, Y, denoted by arrow 119. Often, input media 107
travels along the feed axis, Y, while ink is ejected along
an ink drop trajectory axis, Z, as shown by arrow 117.
Exemplary printer system 101 is also well suited to use
with replaceable printer components such as semi-per-
manent printhead mechanisms having at least one
small volume, on-board, ink chamber that is sporadically
replenished from fluidically-coupled, off-axis, ink reser-
voirs or replaceable printer components having two or
more colors of ink available within the replaceable print-
er components and ink ejecting nozzles specifically des-
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ignated for each color. Exemplary printer system 101 is
also well suited to use with replaceable printer compo-
nents of various other types and structures. Although
such an exemplary printer system 101 is shown in Fig-
ure 1, embodiments of the present invention, as will be
described below in detail, are well suited to use with var-
ious other types of printer systems.
[0010] Referring now to Figure 2, a perspective view
is shown of a replaceable printer component 111 in
which a printhead including a multi-drop weight firing ar-
chitecture may be employed in accordance with various
embodiments of the present claimed invention. Re-
placeable printer component 111 is comprised of a hous-
ing or shell 212 which contains an internal reservoir of
ink (not shown). Replaceable printer component 111 fur-
ther contains a printhead 214 with orifices (such as
bores) 216 corresponding to firing chambers disposed
thereunder. During typical operation, ink is ejected from
the firing chambers through orifices and is subsequently
deposited onto print media 107. Although such a re-
placeable printer component is shown is Figure 2, vari-
ous embodiments of the present invention are well suit-
ed to use with numerous other types and/or styles of
replaceable printer components.
[0011] With reference now to Figure 3, a perspective
view is shown of a portion 302 of a printhead having a
multi-drop weight firing architecture in accordance with
various embodiments of the present claimed invention.
In accordance with one embodiment of the present in-
vention, portion 302 includes a substrate 313 above
which is formed a firing chamber 301. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention, a plurality of heating elements 303
and 304 are schematically shown disposed within firing
chamber 301. In the embodiment of Figure 3, firing
chamber 301 is defined partially by firing chamber walls
315. Also, in the present embodiment, each of the plu-
rality of heating elements 303 and 304 is coupled with
respective, separately addressable, drive circuitry, not
shown. Additionally, portion 302 of the printhead of Fig-
ure 3 includes an opening 307 through which ink is sup-
plied to firing chamber 301. In the present embodiment,
an orifice layer 305 is disposed such that openings or
bores 317 and 319 formed therethrough are located
proximate heating elements 303 and 304, respectively.
For purposes of the present application, in one embod-
iment, the term "drop ejector" refers to a combination of
at least one heating element and at least one corre-
sponding drive circuitry. Although such a definition for a
drop ejector is used in accordance with one embodi-
ment, the present invention is well suited to use with
drop ejector comprised of various components other
than a combination of at least one heating element and
at least one corresponding drive circuitry. Furthermore,
it will be understood that a single or common firing
chamber may also have partial walls or other structures
disposed between adjacent heating elements. For pur-
poses of the present application, in one embodiment,

the terms "common" or "single" firing chamber are de-
fined as given below.
[0012] In one embodiment, the bores corresponding
to the heating elements are less than approximately
1/600th of an inch apart. In another embodiment, a com-
mon firing chamber is defined as a firing chamber fed
by a single fluid channel or single group of fluid chan-
nels.
[0013] With reference now to Figure 4, a plan view is
shown of a plurality of heating elements 303 and 304
located in a common firing chamber 301 and a plurality
of drive circuitry 406 and 408 and bores 317 and 319
located proximate to common firing chamber 301 of a
multi-drop weight firing architecture in accordance with
various embodiments of the present claimed invention.
Regions 402 and 404 are provided to illustrate possible
electrical contact locations for accommodating current
flow through heating elements 303 and 304, respective-
ly. Furthermore, in the present embodiment, heating el-
ement 303 is electrically coupled with drive circuitry 406
and is further configured to cause fluid having a first drop
weight to be ejected from firing chamber 301. In one em-
bodiment, heating element 303 is designed to have a
particular surface area and is also designed to receive
sufficient current from drive circuitry 406 to cause fluid
having a desired drop weight to be ejected from firing
chamber 301. It will be understood that the size of the
drop weight generated by heating element 303 can be
predetermined by selecting an appropriate heating ele-
ment surface area and drive circuitry current combina-
tion. For example, in one embodiment, a larger drop
weight is achieved by increasing the size of heating el-
ement 303 such that a larger volume of fluid is ultimately
ejected from firing chamber 301. Also, in another em-
bodiment, drive circuitry 406 increases the amount of
current applied to heating element 303 such that a larger
volume of fluid is ultimately ejected from firing chamber
301. In yet another embodiment, a larger drop weight of
fluid is obtained by both increasing the size of heating
element 303 and increasing the amount of current ap-
plied to heating element 303 by drive circuitry 406.
[0014] It will further be understood that the size of the
drop weight generated by heating element 303 can also
be substantially predetermined by selecting an appro-
priate bore size and/or shape. Specifically, in one em-
bodiment, a larger bore size is used such that a larger
volume of fluid is ultimately ejected from firing chamber
301. In another embodiment, the size of the bore or
bores is reduced such that a smaller volume of fluid is
ultimately ejected from firing chamber 301. It will further
be understood that, in various embodiments of the
present invention, the shape of the bores is adjusted to
achieve a larger or smaller drop weight.
[0015] More specifically, in one embodiment a 5 nan-
ogram drop weight is achieved by using heating element
with a surface area of approximately 400 square mi-
crometers, and by selecting a bore diameter of approx-
imately 13 micrometers (bore area of approximately
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133.5 square micrometers). As another example, for a
lower drop weight (e.g. 1-2 nanograms), one embodi-
ment utilizes a heating element with a surface area of
approximately 250 square micrometers, and selects a
bore diameter of approximately 8 micrometers (bore ar-
ea of approximately 50.5 square micrometers).
[0016] Also, heating element 304 is electrically cou-
pled with drive circuitry 408 and is further configured to
cause fluid having a second drop weight to be ejected
from firing chamber 301. In one embodiment, heating
element 304 is designed to have a particular surface ar-
ea and is also designed to receive sufficient current from
drive circuitry 408 to cause fluid having a desired drop
weight to be ejected from firing chamber 301.
[0017] It will be understood that the size of the drop
weight generated by heating element 304 can also be
predetermined by selecting an appropriate heating ele-
ment surface area and drive circuitry current combina-
tion. For example, in one embodiment, a larger drop
weight is achieved by increasing the size of heating el-
ement 304 such that a larger volume of fluid is ultimately
ejected from firing chamber 301. Also, in another em-
bodiment, drive circuitry 408 increases the amount of
current applied to heating element 304 such that a larger
volume of fluid is ultimately ejected from firing chamber
301. In yet another embodiment, a larger drop weight of
fluid is obtained by both increasing the size of heating
element 304 and increasing the amount of current ap-
plied to heating element 304 by drive circuitry 408.
[0018] It will further be understood that the size of the
drop weight generated by heating element 304 can also
be predetermined by selecting an appropriate bore size
and/or shape. Specifically, in one embodiment, a larger
bore size is used such that a larger volume of fluid is
ultimately ejected from firing chamber 301. In another
embodiment, the size of the bore or bores is reduced
such that a smaller volume of fluid is ultimately ejected
from firing chamber 301. It will further be understood
that, in various embodiments of the present invention,
the shape of the bores is adjusted to achieve a larger or
smaller drop weight.
[0019] As an example, in one embodiment a 5 nano-
gram drop weight is achieved by using heating element
with a surface area of approximately 400 square mi-
crometers, and by selecting a bore diameter of approx-
imately 13 micrometers (bore area of approximately
133.5 square micrometers). As another example, for a
lower drop weight (e.g. 1-2 nanograms), one embodi-
ment utilizes a heating element with a surface area of
approximately 250 square micrometers, and selects a
bore diameter of approximately 8 micrometers (bore ar-
ea of approximately 50.5 square micrometers).
[0020] Referring still to Figure 4, in the present em-
bodiment, drive circuitry 406 and drive circuitry 408 are
separately addressable. That is, each of drive circuitry
406 and drive circuitry 408 can be independently acti-
vated and controlled such that fluid having the first drop
weight is ejectable from firing chamber 301 in one em-

bodiment substantially concurrently or in a second em-
bodiment separately from fluid having the second drop
weight. In the present embodiment, each of drive circuit-
ry 406 and drive circuitry 408 are comprised, for exam-
ple, of a transistor coupled with addressing interconnec-
tions and the like for selectively providing current to
heating elements 303 and 304, respectively. Although
such a drive circuitry structure is recited in the present
embodiment, the present invention is not limited to such
an embodiment, and, in fact, the present invention is
well suited to use with various other types of drive cir-
cuitry for providing current to a respective heating ele-
ment.
[0021] By providing a plurality of heating elements, for
example, heating elements 303 and 304, in a common
firing chamber, 301, wherein separate heating elements
303 and 304 are coupled to separately addressable
drive circuitry 406 and 408, respectively, the present
embodiment realizes significant benefits. As an exam-
ple, in one embodiment, heating element 303 is config-
ured to cause fluid having a drop weight on the order of
1-2 nanograms to be ejected from firing chamber 301.
For example, in one embodiment, the desired drop
weight is achieved by altering the size of heating ele-
ment 303 such that the desired volume of fluid is ulti-
mately ejected from firing chamber 301. As mentioned
above, a 1-2 nanogram drop weight is used to achieve
UIQ (ultimate image quality) resolution. Thus, when
drive circuitry 406 is activated, heating element 303 will
cause fluid having a drop weight meeting UIQ printing
specifications to be ejected from firing chamber 301.
Furthermore, in the present embodiment, heating ele-
ment 304 is configured to cause fluid having a drop
weight on the order of 3 nanograms to be ejected from
firing chamber 301. For example, in one embodiment,
the desired drop weight is achieved by selecting the size
of heating element 304 such that the desired volume of
fluid is ultimately ejected from firing chamber 301. As
mentioned above, draft mode printing, for example, may
typically operate efficiently with ink drop weights of at
least 3-6 nanograms. Thus, when only drive circuitry
408 is activated, heating element 304 will cause fluid
having a drop weight commensurate with drafting mode
printing specifications to be ejected from firing chamber
301.
[0022] Referring still to Figure 4, because drive cir-
cuitry 406 and 408 are separately addressable, heating
elements 303 and 304 can be activated in one embod-
iment substantially concurrently or in a second embod-
iment separately. As a result, the present embodiment
can further enhance the efficiency of printing, for exam-
ple, in draft mode by substantially concurrently activat-
ing drive circuitry 406 and 408. In so doing, heating el-
ement 303 will cause fluid having a drop weight on the
order of 1-2 nanograms to be ejected from firing cham-
ber 301 concurrent with heating element 304 causing
fluid having a drop weight on the order of 3 nanograms
to be ejected from firing chamber 301. Thus, a total drop
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weight of 4-5 nanograms will by produced by the present
embodiment. This increased total drop weight enables
greater media throughput speeds while maintaining
print quality. Hence, the multi-drop weight firing archi-
tecture of the present embodiment is able to selectively
generate, from a single firing chamber 301, a drop
weight of 1-2 nanograms, a drop weight of 3 nanograms,
or a drop weight of 4-5 nanograms. In one embodiment,
the plurality of drops of fluid ejected from firing chamber
301 merge prior to impacting the print media. In another
embodiment, the plurality of drops of fluid ejected from
firing chamber merge after reaching the print media.
[0023] It should be noted that the present invention is
not limited to the specific drop weight examples given
above. That is, the present invention is well suited to
generating various other drop sizes for one or both of
heating elements 303 and 304. For example, both heat-
ing element 303 and heating element 304 can be con-
figured to cause fluid having a drop weight on the order
of 1-2 nanograms to be ejected from firing chamber 301.
In such an embodiment, the plurality of independently
activatable heating elements, 303 and 304, disposed in
the common firing chamber can be used, for example,
to provide redundancy or can be fired alternately to pro-
vide for increased fluid flux.
[0024] Furthermore, the present embodiment specif-
ically recites an embodiment in which two heating ele-
ments, disposed in a common firing chamber, each have
a respective drive circuitry electrically coupled there-
with. The present invention is, however, also well suited
to an embodiment in which there are "x" heating ele-
ments (e.g. 6 heating elements), disposed in a common
firing chamber, are electrically coupled with less than "x"
respective sets of drive circuitry. That is, the present in-
vention is well suited to an embodiment in which a plu-
rality of heating elements (greater than two) are dis-
posed in a common firing chamber, and a plurality of
sets (not necessarily greater than two) of independently
addressable drive circuitry are used to control the plu-
rality of heating elements.
[0025] As yet another advantage, the multi-drop
weight firing architecture of the present invention is also
well suited to dynamically selecting the cumulative drop
weight ejected from firing chamber 301. Such an em-
bodiment is particularly beneficial, for example, when
the printing mode is not consistent throughout an entire
print job. For purpose of illustration of the present em-
bodiment, assume it is desirable to print a high quality
image (e.g. a photographic image) on one portion of a
page and print a lower quality image (e.g. a mono-
chrome region) on another portion of the page. In such
a case, the present embodiment will activate heating el-
ement 304 using drive circuitry 408 and thereby cause
fluid having a drop weight on the order of 3 nanograms
to be ejected from firing chamber 301. Hence, the
present embodiment will generate the higher drop
weight to efficiently print the monochrome region. More-
over, when it is useful to print the photographic image

on the page, the present embodiment will dynamically
cease firing of heating element 304, using drive circuitry
408, and instead activate only heating element 303, via
drive circuitry 406, thereby causing fluid having a drop
weight on the order of 1-2 nanograms to be ejected from
firing chamber 301. Hence, the present embodiment will
dynamically generate the low drop weight to achieve the
resolution to properly print the photographic image.
When it is no longer useful to generate the low drop
weight, the present embodiment can dynamically re-ac-
tivate heating element 304 using drive circuitry 408 to
increase printing efficiency and throughput. Also, while
printing the lower quality image, the present invention is
also well suited to dynamically activating both heating
element 303 and heating element 304 to produce a cu-
mulative drop weight of 4-5 nanograms to even further
increase printing efficiency throughout. Once again, it
should be noted that the present invention is not limited
to the specific drop weight examples given above. That
is, the present invention is well suited to generating var-
ious other drop sizes for one or both of heating elements
303 and 304.
[0026] Thus, the present embodiment of the multi-
drop weight firing architecture is able to accommodate
multiple printing modes or media with, for example, a
single printhead. Furthermore, the multi-drop weight fir-
ing architecture of the present embodiment is able to
accommodate multiple printing modes or types using a
single printhead and without ultimately reducing the ef-
ficiency of an overall printing process.
[0027] Furthermore, although the present embodi-
ment of the multi-drop weight firing architecture has sig-
nificant advantages associated therewith, the multi-drop
weight firing architecture is compatible with existing fir-
ing chamber, printhead, and printer component fabrica-
tion processes. That is, the present multi-drop weight
firing architecture can be manufactured using existing
fabrication processes and equipment.
[0028] With reference again to Figure 4, in one em-
bodiment of the present invention, bores 317 and 319
are formed proximate to and correspond with heating
element 303 and heating element 304, respectively. In
the present embodiment, bore 317 is disposed to direct
the flow or trajectory of fluid which heating element 303
causes to be ejected from firing chamber 301. Similarly,
bore 319 is disposed to direct the flow or trajectory of
fluid which heating element 304 causes to be ejected
from firing chamber 301. In the embodiment of Figure
4, bores 317 and 319 are disposed offset from heating
element 303 and heating element 304, respectively.
That is, the center of bore 317 is not centered with re-
spect to heating element 303, and, similarly, the center
of bore 319 is not centered with respect to heating ele-
ment 304. The orientation and function of bores 317 and
319 are further described in conjunction with Figures 5A
and 5B below.
[0029] Referring now to Figure 5A, a side sectional
schematic view is shown of a plurality of heating ele-
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ments 303 and 304 located in a common firing chamber,
and corresponding offset bores 317 and 319, respec-
tively, formed through, for example, an orifice layer 305.
As shown in Figure 5A, in one embodiment of the
present invention, bores 317 and 319 are disposed off-
set from (i.e. not centered with respect to) heating ele-
ment 303 and heating element 304, respectively. In so
doing, fluid which heating element 303 causes to be
ejected from the common firing chamber is directed
along an angled trajectory as schematically indicated by
arrow 502. Likewise, in the embodiment of Figure 5A,
fluid which heating element 304 causes to be ejected
from the common firing chamber is directed along an
angled trajectory as schematically indicated by arrow
504. In so doing, the present embodiment is able to di-
rect or "aim" the ejected fluid in a desired direction. In
one embodiment, the ejected fluid is directed towards a
common location such as, for example, a desired pixel
location on a print medium. Although both of bores 317
and 319 are disposed in an offset orientation in the
present embodiment, the present invention is also well
suited to an embodiment in which only one or the other
of bores 317 and 319 are centered over their corre-
sponding heating element. Furthermore, the present in-
vention is also well suited to an embodiment in which
the trajectory of the ejected fluid is other than that shown
in the embodiment of Figure 5A. Although offset bores
are used in the present embodiment to achieve an an-
gled trajectory for the ejected fluid, the present invention
is also well suited to using various approaches other
than offset bores to achieve an angled trajectory for the
ejected fluid.
[0030] With reference now to Figure 5B, a side sec-
tional schematic view is shown of a plurality of heating
elements 303 and 304 located in a common firing cham-
ber, and corresponding aligned bores 317 and 319, re-
spectively, formed through, for example, an orifice layer
305. As shown in Figure 5B, in one embodiment of the
present invention, bores 317 and 319 are disposed
aligned with (i.e. centered with respect to) heating ele-
ment 303 and heating element 304, respectively. In so
doing, fluid which heating element 303 causes to be
ejected from the common firing chamber is directed
along a trajectory as indicated by arrow 506. Likewise,
in the embodiment of Figure 5B, fluid which heating el-
ement 304 causes to be ejected from the common firing
chamber is directed along a trajectory as indicated by
arrow 508 which is substantially parallel to the trajectory
indicated by arrow 506. Although both of bores 317 and
319 are disposed in a centered orientation in the present
embodiment, the present invention is also well suited to
an embodiment in which only one or the other of bores
317 and 319 are centered with their corresponding heat-
ing element.
[0031] With reference now to Figure 6, a plan view is
shown, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present claimed invention, of a plurality of heating ele-
ments 602, 604, and 606 located in a common firing

chamber schematically denoted as 601. The present
embodiment also includes a plurality of drive circuitry
608 and 610 and bores 612, 614, and 616 located prox-
imate to common firing chamber 601. Region 618 is pro-
vided to illustrate a possible electrical contact location
for accommodating current flow through heating ele-
ments 602 and 606. Region 620 is provided to illustrate
a possible electrical contact location for accommodating
current flow through heating element 604. In the present
embodiment, heating element 604 is electrically cou-
pled with drive circuitry 610 and is further configured to
cause fluid having a first drop weight to be ejected from
firing chamber 601.
[0032] In one embodiment, heating element 604 is de-
signed to have a particular surface area and is also de-
signed to receive sufficient current from drive circuitry
610 to cause fluid having a desired drop weight to be
ejected from firing chamber 601. It will be understood
that the size of the drop weight generated by heating
element 604 can be predetermined by selecting an ap-
propriate heating element surface area and drive circuit-
ry current combination. Additionally or alternatively, it
will further be understood that the size of the drop weight
generated by heating element 604 can also be prede-
termined by selecting an appropriate bore size and/or
shape. Specifically, in one embodiment, a larger bore
size is used such that a larger volume of fluid is ultimate-
ly ejected from firing chamber 601. In another embodi-
ment, the size of the bore or bores is reduced such that
a smaller volume of fluid is ultimately ejected from firing
chamber 601. It will further be understood that, in vari-
ous embodiments of the present invention, the shape of
the bores is adjusted to achieve a larger or smaller drop
weight.
[0033] Furthermore, in the present embodiment, drive
circuitry 608 is electrically coupled with heating ele-
ments 602 and 606 which are configured to cause fluid
having a second drop weight and a third drop weight,
respectively, to be ejected from firing chamber 601. In
one embodiment, heating elements 602 and 606 are de-
signed to have particular, respective, surface areas and
are also designed to receive sufficient current from drive
circuitry 608 to cause fluid having the desired second
and third drop weights to be ejected from firing chamber
601. It will be understood that the size of the second and
third drop weights generated by heating elements 602
and 606, respectively, can be predetermined by select-
ing an appropriate heating element surface area and
drive circuitry current combination. Additionally or alter-
natively, it will further be understood that the size of the
drop weight generated by heating elements 602 and 606
can also be predetermined by selecting an appropriate
bore size and/or shape. It will further be understood that
the size of the drop weight generated by heating ele-
ments 602 and 606 can also be predetermined by se-
lecting an appropriate bore size and/or shape. Specifi-
cally, in one embodiment, a larger bore size is used such
that a larger volume of fluid is ultimately ejected from
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firing chamber 601. In another embodiment, the size of
the bore or bores is reduced such that a smaller volume
of fluid is ultimately ejected from firing chamber 601. It
will further be understood that, in various embodiments
of the present invention, the shape of the bores is ad-
justed to achieve a larger or smaller drop weight.
[0034] More specifically, in one embodiment a 5 nan-
ogram drop weight is achieved by using heating element
with a surface area of approximately 400 square mi-
crometers, and by selecting a bore diameter of approx-
imately 13 micrometers (bore area of approximately
133.5 square micrometers). As another example, for a
lower drop weight (e.g. 1-2 nanograms), one embodi-
ment utilizes a heating element with a surface area of
approximately 250 square micrometers, and selects a
bore diameter of approximately 8 micrometers (bore ar-
ea of approximately 50.5 square micrometers).
[0035] Although such a structural configuration is
shown in the embodiment of Figure 6, the present in-
vention is well suited to various other configurations for
the present multi-drop weight firing architecture. For ex-
ample, the present invention is also well suited to an
embodiment which includes more than three heating el-
ements within a common firing chamber. The present
embodiment is also well suited to an embodiment in
which a single heating element is configured to substan-
tially concurrently cause the generation of more than
two drops of fluid to be ejected from a firing chamber. In
such an embodiment, the single heating element will in-
clude more than two regions which cause the ejection
of fluid once drive circuitry applies current thereto. The
present invention is also well suited to an embodiment
in which each of heating elements 602, 604, and 606 is
coupled to separate independently addressable drive
circuitry (i.e. where heating elements 602 and 606 do
not share a common drive circuitry). More generally, the
embodiment of the present multi-firing architecture is
comprised of at least two heating elements coupled to
a respective at least two drive circuits.
[0036] With reference again to Figure 6, the present
embodiment provides a multi-drop weight firing archi-
tecture which can selectively eject up to three separate
drops from common firing chamber 601. That is, the
present embodiment can eject only fluid having a first
drop weight as is generated by heating element 604. Al-
ternatively, the present embodiment can eject fluid hav-
ing a second drop weight and a third drop weight as is
generated by heating element 602 and 606, respective-
ly. The heating elements 602 and 606 eject the second
and third drops weights substantially concurrently.
[0037] Lastly, the present embodiment can substan-
tially concurrently eject fluid having the first drop weight,
fluid having the second drop weight, and fluid having the
third drop weight. More specifically, in the present em-
bodiment, drive circuitry 608 and drive circuitry 610 are
separately addressable. That is, each of drive circuitry
608 and drive circuitry 610 can be independently acti-
vated and controlled such that fluid having the first drop

weight is ejectable from firing chamber 601 substantially
concurrently in one embodiment or separately in anoth-
er embodiment from fluid having the second drop weight
and fluid having the third drop weight. In the present em-
bodiment, each of drive circuitry 608 and drive circuitry
610 are comprised, for example, of a transistor coupled
with addressing interconnections and the like for selec-
tively providing current to heating elements 602 and
606, and heating element 604, respectively. Although
such a drive circuitry structure is recited in the present
embodiment, the present invention is not limited to such
an embodiment, and, in fact, the present invention is
well suited to use with various other types of drive cir-
cuitry for providing current to a respective heating ele-
ment.
[0038] Referring still to Figure 6, in one embodiment,
heating element 602 is configured to cause fluid having
a drop:weight on the order of 2 nanograms to be ejected
from firing chamber 601. For example, in one embodi-
ment, a desired drop weight is achieved by selecting the
size of heating element 602 such that a desired volume
of fluid is ultimately ejected from firing chamber 601. Al-
so, in another embodiment, drive circuitry 608 varies the
amount of current applied to heating element 602 such
that a desired volume of fluid is ultimately ejected from
firing chamber 601. In yet another embodiment, a larger
drop weight of fluid is obtained by both increasing the
size of heating element 602 and increasing the amount
of current applied to heating element 602 by drive cir-
cuitry 608.
[0039] A 1-2 nanogram drop weight achieves UIQ (ul-
timate image quality) resolution in one embodiment.
Thus, when only drive circuitry 610 is activated, heating
element 604 will cause fluid having a drop weight meet-
ing UIQ printing specifications to be ejected from firing
chamber 601. Furthermore, in the present embodiment,
heating element 602 and heating element 606 are each
configured to cause fluid having a drop weight on the
order of 4 nanograms to be ejected from firing chamber
601. As mentioned above, draft mode printing, for ex-
ample, may typically operate efficiently with ink drop
weights of at least 3-6 nanograms. Thus, when only
drive circuitry 608 is activated, heating elements 602
and 606 will cause fluid having a combined drop weight
of 8 nanograms (i.e. a drop weight commensurate with
drafting mode printing requirements) to be ejected from
firing chamber 601.
[0040] Referring still to Figure 6, because drive cir-
cuitry 608 and 610 are separately addressable, heating
element 604, and heating elements 602 and 606 can be
activated substantially concurrently or separately. As a
result, the present embodiment can further enhance the
efficiency of printing, for example, in draft mode by sub-
stantially concurrently activating drive circuitry 608 and
610. In so doing, heating element 604 will cause fluid
having a drop weight on the order of 2 nanograms to be
ejected from firing chamber 601 substantially concur-
rent with each of heating elements 602 and 606 causing
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fluid having a drop weight on the order of 4 nanograms
to be ejected from firing chamber 601. Thus, a total drop
weight of 10 nanograms will by produced by the present
embodiment. This increased total drop weight enables
greater media throughput speeds while maintaining
print quality. Hence, the multi-drop weight firing archi-
tecture of the present embodiment is able to selectively
generate, from a single firing chamber 601, a drop
weight of 2 nanograms, a drop weight of 8 nanograms,
or a drop weight of 10 nanograms. In one embodiment,
the plurality of drops of fluid ejected from firing chamber
601 merge prior to impacting the print media. In another
embodiment, the plurality of drops of fluid ejected from
firing chamber merge after reaching the print media.
[0041] It should be noted that the present invention is
not limited to the specific drop weight examples given
above. That is, the present invention is well suited to
generating various other drop sizes for one or both of
heating elements 602 and 606. Likewise, the present
invention is well suited to generating various other drop
sizes for heating element 604. For example, both heat-
ing element 602 and heating element 606 can be con-
figured to cause fluid having a drop weight on the order
of 2 nanograms to be ejected from firing chamber 601.
In such an embodiment, the plurality of independently
activatable heating elements, 602, 604, and 606, dis-
posed in the common firing chamber can be used, for
example, to provide redundancy or can be fired serially
to provide for increased fluid flux.
[0042] As yet another advantage, one embodiment of
the multi-drop weight firing architecture of the present
invention is also well suited to dynamically selecting the
cumulative drop weight ejected from firing chamber 601.
Such an embodiment is particularly beneficial, for ex-
ample, when the printing mode is not consistent
throughout an entire print job. For purpose of illustration
of the present embodiment, assume it is desirable to
print a high quality image (e.g. a photographic image)
on one portion of a page and print a lower quality image
(e.g. a monochrome region) on another portion of the
page. In such a case, the present embodiment will ac-
tivate heating elements 602 and 606 using drive circuitry
608 and thereby cause fluid having a cumulative drop
weight on the order of 8 nanograms to be ejected from
firing chamber 601. Hence, the present embodiment will
generate the higher drop weight to more efficiently print
the monochrome region. Moreover, when printing the
photographic image on the page, the present embodi-
ment will dynamically cease firing of heating elements
602 and 606, using drive circuitry 608, and instead ac-
tivate only heating element 604, via drive circuitry 610,
thereby causing fluid having a drop weight on the order
of 2 nanograms to be ejected from firing chamber 601.
Hence, the present embodiment will dynamically gener-
ate the low drop weight to achieve the resolution that
properly prints the photographic image. When it is no
longer useful to generate the low drop weight, the
present embodiment can dynamically reactivate heating

elements 602 and 606 using drive circuitry 608 to in-
crease printing efficiency and throughput. Also, while
printing the lower quality image, the present invention is
also well suited to dynamically activating both heating
elements 602 and 606, and heating element 604 to pro-
duce a cumulative drop weight of 10 nanograms to even
further increase printing efficiency throughout. Once
again, it should be noted that the present invention is
not limited to the specific drop weight examples given
above. That is, the present invention is well suited to
generating various other drop sizes for one or both of
heating elements 602 and 606 and also to generating
various other drop sizes for heating element 604.
[0043] Thus, an embodiment of the present multi-drop
weight firing architecture is able to accommodate mul-
tiple printing modes or media with, for example, a single
printhead. Furthermore, the multi-drop weight firing ar-
chitecture of the present embodiment is able to accom-
modate multiple printing modes or types using a single
printhead and without ultimately reducing the efficiency
of an overall printing process.
[0044] Furthermore, although the present multi-drop
weight firing architecture has significant advantages as-
sociated therewith, the multi-drop weight firing architec-
ture of the present embodiment is compatible with ex-
isting firing chamber, printhead, and printer component
fabrication processes. That is, the present multi-drop
weight firing architecture can be manufactured using ex-
isting fabrication processes and equipment.
[0045] With reference again to Figure 6, in one em-
bodiment of the present invention, bores 612 and 616
are formed proximate to and correspond with heating
element 602 and heating element 606, respectively.
Similarly, a bore 614 is formed proximate to and corre-
sponds with heating element 604. In the present embod-
iment, bore 612 is disposed to direct the flow or trajec-
tory of fluid which heating element 602 causes to be
ejected from firing chamber 601. Similarly, bore 616 is
disposed to direct the flow or trajectory of fluid which
heating element 606 causes to be ejected from firing
chamber 601. Also, bore 614 is disposed to direct the
flow or trajectory of fluid which heating element 604
causes to be ejected from firing chamber 601. In the em-
bodiment of Figure 6, bores 612 and 616 are disposed
offset from heating element 602 and heating element
606, respectively. That is, the center of bore 612 is not
centered with respect to heating element 602, and, sim-
ilarly, the center of bore 616 is not centered with respect
to heating element 606. The orientation and function of
bores 612, 614, and 616 are further described in con-
junction with Figures 7A and 7B below.
[0046] Referring now to Figure 7A, a side sectional
schematic view is shown of a plurality of heating ele-
ments 602, 604, and 606 located in a common firing
chamber, and corresponding bores 612, 614, and 616,
respectively, formed through, for example, an orifice lay-
er 305. As shown in Figure 7A, in one embodiment of
the present invention, bores 612 and 616 are disposed
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offset from (i.e. not centered with respect to) heating el-
ement 602 and heating element 606, respectively. In so
doing, fluid which heating element 602 causes to be
ejected from the common firing chamber is directed
along an angled trajectory as schematically indicated by
arrow 702. Likewise, in the embodiment of Figure 7A,
fluid which heating element 606 causes to be ejected
from the common firing chamber is directed along an
angled trajectory as schematically indicated by arrow
706. In so doing, the present embodiment is able to di-
rect or "aim" the ejected fluid in a desired direction. In
one embodiment, the ejected fluid from bores 602, 614,
and 616 is directed towards a common location such as,
for example, a desired pixel location on a print medium.
In the embodiment of Figure 7A, bore 614 is not offset
from heating element 604 such that fluid ejected the
common firing chamber is directed along the trajectory
indicated by arrow 704. Although bores 612 and 616 are
disposed in an offset orientation in the present embod-
iment, the present invention is also well suited to an em-
bodiment in which only one or the other of bores 612
and 616 are offset from their corresponding heating el-
ement. The present invention is also well suited to an
embodiment in which bore 614 is offset from heating el-
ement 604. Furthermore, the present invention is also
well suited to an embodiment in which the trajectory of
the ejected fluid is other than that shown in the embod-
iment of Figure 7A. Although offset bores are used in
the present embodiment to achieve an angled trajectory
for the ejected fluid, the present invention is also well
suited to using various approaches other than offset
bores to achieve an angled trajectory for the ejected flu-
id.
[0047] With reference now to Figure 7B, a side sec-
tional schematic view is shown of a plurality of heating
elements 602, 604, and 606 located in a common firing
chamber, and corresponding aligned bores 612, 614,
and 616, respectively, formed through, for example, an
orifice layer 305. As shown in Figure 7B, in one embod-
iment of the present invention, bores 612, 614, and 616
are disposed aligned with (i.e. centered with respect to)
heating element 602, heating element 604, and heating
element 606, respectively. In so doing, fluid which heat-
ing element 602 causes to be ejected from the common
firing chamber is directed along a trajectory as indicated
by arrow 708 which is substantially parallel to the trajec-
tory indicated by arrows 710 and 712. Likewise, in the
embodiment of Figure 7B, fluid which heating element
604 causes to be ejected from the common firing cham-
ber is directed along a trajectory as schematically indi-
cated by arrow 710 which is substantially parallel to the
trajectory schematically indicated by arrows 708 and
712. Also, in the embodiment of Figure 7B, fluid which
heating element 606 causes to be ejected from the com-
mon firing chamber is directed along a trajectory as
schematically indicated by arrow 712 which is substan-
tially parallel to the trajectory schematically indicated by
arrows 708 and 710. Although each of bores 612, 614,

and 616 are disposed in a centered orientation in the
present embodiment, the present invention is also well
suited to an embodiment in which less than all of bores
612, 614, and 616 are centered with their corresponding
heating element.
[0048] With reference now to Figure 8A, a schematic
plan view is shown of one orientation of a plurality of
bores on a printhead 802 in which a plurality of heating
elements are disposed in a common firing chamber in
accordance with various embodiments of the present
claimed multi-drop weight firing architecture. In the
present embodiment, a schematically depicted print-
head 802 is shown having an orifice layer with sets of
staggered bores 804a, 804b, and 804c arranged there-
on. In one embodiment, the sets of staggered bores
804a, 804b, and 804c, correspond to, for example,
bores 612, 614, and 616. Although such an orientation
is shown in the present embodiment, the present inven-
tion is also well suited to various other orientations for
the bores. A scan axis 805 is also shown in Figure 8A
for reference.
[0049] Referring next to Figure 8B, a schematic plan
view is shown of another orientation of a set of bores in
an orifice layer in which a plurality of heating elements
are disposed in a common firing chamber in accordance
with various embodiments of the present claimed multi-
drop weight firing architecture. In the present embodi-
ment, a schematically depicted orifice layer is shown
having a set of staggered bores 808a, 808b, and 808c
arranged thereon. For example, sets of staggered bores
808a, 808b, and 808c, correspond with, for example,
bores 612, 614, and 616. Although such an orientation
is shown in the present embodiment, the present inven-
tion is also well suited to various other orientations for
the bores. A scan axis 805 is also shown in Figure 8B
for reference.
[0050] With reference next to Figure 9, a flow chart
900 is shown of steps performed during the manufacture
of one embodiment of the present multi-drop weight fir-
ing architecture. At step 902, the present embodiment
forms a first heating element to be disposed within a fir-
ing chamber. In this embodiment, and in a manner as
was described above in detail in conjunction with the dis-
cussion of Figure 4, fluid having a first drop weight is
ejected from a firing chamber.
[0051] At step 904, the present embodiment forms a
second heating element to be disposed within the same
firing chamber in which the first heating element is to be
disposed. In the present embodiment, fluid having a
second drop weight is ejected from the common firing
chamber. In one embodiment of the present invention,
the first heating element and the second heating ele-
ment are formed such that the first drop weight is differ-
ent than the second drop weight. The present invention
is, however, well suited to forming the first heating ele-
ment and the second heating element such that the first
drop weight is the same as the second drop weight.
[0052] Referring still to step 904, in one embodiment,
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the present invention also includes the step of forming
a first bore proximate the first heating element, wherein
the first bore is disposed to direct fluid having the first
drop weight when ejected from the firing chamber. Such
an embodiment also typically includes the step of form-
ing a second bore proximate the second heating ele-
ment, wherein the second bore is disposed to direct fluid
having the second drop weight when ejected from the
firing chamber. In so doing, the present embodiment is
able to direct the fluid having the first drop weight and
the fluid having the second drop weight in a desired di-
rection.
[0053] Referring now to step 906, the present embod-
iment then electrically couples first drive circuitry with
the first heating element. As was described above in de-
tail, the first drive circuitry is for controlling the first heat-
ing element.
[0054] With reference now to step 908, the present
embodiment then electrically couples second drive cir-
cuitry with the second heating element. In this embodi-
ment, the electrical coupling is performed such that, ul-
timately, the first drive circuitry and the second drive cir-
cuitry are separately addressable. In so doing, the fluid
having the first drop weight is ejectable from the firing
chamber substantially concurrently or separately from
the fluid having the second drop weight. As mentioned
above, the present embodiment of the multi-drop weight
firing architecture is compatible with existing firing
chamber, printhead, and printer component fabrication
processes. That is, the present embodiment of the multi-
drop weight firing architecture can be manufactured us-
ing existing fabrication processes and equipment.
[0055] With reference next to Figure 10, a flow chart
1000 is shown of steps performed during the manufac-
ture of one embodiment of the present multi-drop weight
firing architecture. At step 1002, the present embodi-
ment forms a first heating element to be disposed within
a firing chamber. In this embodiment, and in a manner
as was described above in detail in conjunction with the
discussion of Figure 6, fluid having a first drop weight is
ejected from a firing chamber.
[0056] At step 1004, the present embodiment forms
a second heating element to be disposed within the
same firing chamber in which the first heating element
is to be disposed. In the present embodiment, fluid hav-
ing a second drop weight is ejected from the common
firing chamber and also fluid having a third drop weight
is ejected from the common firing chamber. In one em-
bodiment of the present invention, the first heating ele-
ment and the second heating element are formed such
that the first drop weight is different than the second and
third drop weight combined or individually. The present
invention is, however, well suited to forming the first
heating element and the second heating element such
that the first drop weight is the same as the second and
third drop weight combined or individually.
[0057] Referring still to step 1004, in one embodi-
ment, the present invention also includes the step of

forming a first bore proximate the first heating element,
wherein the first bore is disposed to direct fluid having
the first drop weight when ejected from the firing cham-
ber. Such an embodiment also typically includes the
step of forming a second bore proximate the second
heating element and a third bore proximate the third
heating element. In such an embodiment, the second
bore is disposed to direct fluid having the second drop
weight when ejected from the firing chamber and the
third bore is disposed to direct fluid having the third drop
weight when ejected from the firing chamber. In so do-
ing, the present embodiment is able to direct the fluid
having the first drop weight, the second drop weight, and
the fluid having the third drop weight in a desired direc-
tion.
[0058] Referring now to step 1006, the present em-
bodiment then electrically couples first drive circuitry
with the first heating element. As was described above
in detail, the first drive circuitry is for controlling the first
heating element.
[0059] With reference now to step 1008, the present
embodiment then electrically couples second drive cir-
cuitry with the second heating element. In this embodi-
ment, the electrical coupling is performed such that, ul-
timately, the first drive circuitry and the second drive cir-
cuitry are separately addressable. In so doing, the fluid
having the first drop weight is ejectable from the firing
chamber substantially concurrently or separately from
the fluid having the second drop weight and the fluid
having the third drop weight. As mentioned above, the
present multi-drop weight firing architecture is compat-
ible with existing firing chamber, printhead, and printer
component fabrication processes. That is, the present
multi-drop weight firing architecture can be manufac-
tured using existing fabrication processes and equip-
ment.
[0060] Thus, an embodiment of the present invention
provides a firing architecture which is able to efficiently
meet the resolution and technological demands of so-
phisticated printing systems.
[0061] The foregoing descriptions of specific embod-
iments of the present invention have been presented for
purposes of illustration and description. They are not in-
tended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the
precise forms disclosed, and many modifications and
variations may be possible in light of the above teaching.
The embodiments were chosen and described in order
to best explain the principles of the invention and its
practical application, to thereby enable others skilled in
the art to best utilize the invention and various embodi-
ments with various modifications as are suited to the
particular use contemplated. It is intended that the
scope of the invention be defined by the Claims append-
ed hereto and their equivalents.
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Claims

1. A fluid ejection device comprising:

a first drop ejector (303 and 406) associated
with a firing chamber (301), said first drop ejec-
tor configured to cause fluid having a first drop
weight to be ejected from said firing chamber,
wherein said first drop ejector includes a first
heating element (303) and first drive circuitry
(406) electrically coupled with said first heating
element;
a first bore (317) disposed within an orifice layer
(305) disposed proximate said first drop ejector,
said first bore associated with said first drop
ejector;
a second drop ejector (304 and 408) associated
with said firing chamber, said second drop ejec-
tor configured to cause fluid having a second
drop weight to be ejected from said firing cham-
ber, wherein said second drop ejector includes
a second heating element (304) and second
drive circuitry (408) electrically coupled with
said second heating element; and
a second bore (319) disposed within said orifice
layer disposed proximate said second drop
ejector, said second bore associated with said
second drop ejector.

2. The fluid ejection device of Claim 1 wherein said
first heating element and said second heating ele-
ment at least partially define said first drop weight
and said second drop weight, respectively.

3. The fluid ejection device of Claim 1 wherein said
first drive circuitry and said second drive circuitry at
least partially define said first drop weight and said
second drop weight, respectively.

4. The fluid ejection device of Claim 1 wherein said
first bore and said second bore at least partially de-
fine said first drop weight and said second drop
weight, respectively.

5. The fluid ejection device of Claim 1 wherein said
first drive circuitry and said second drive circuitry
are separately addressable such that said fluid hav-
ing said first drop weight is ejectable from said firing
chamber at least one of substantially concurrently
and separately from said fluid having said second
drop weight.

6. The fluid ejection device of Claim 1 wherein said
first drop weight is different from said second drop
weight.

7. The fluid ejection device of Claim 1 wherein said
first bore is disposed to direct said fluid having said

first drop weight when ejected from said firing cham-
ber; and

wherein said second bore is disposed to direct
said fluid having said second drop weight when
ejected from said firing chamber such that said first
bore and said second bore direct said fluid having
said first drop weight and said fluid having said sec-
ond drop weight in a desired direction.

8. The fluid ejection device of Claim 1 wherein said
second heating element is further configured to
cause fluid having a third drop weight to be ejected
from said firing chamber.

9. The fluid ejection device of Claim 8 wherein said
first drop weight, said second drop weight, and said
third drop weight are each different.

10. The fluid ejection device of Claim 8 wherein said
first drive circuitry and said second drive circuitry
are separately addressable such that said fluid hav-
ing said first drop weight is ejectable from said firing
chamber at least one of substantially concurrently
and separately from said fluid having said second
drop weight and said third drop weight.

11. The fluid ejection device of Claim 8, wherein said
first bore is disposed to direct said fluid having said
first drop weight when ejected from said firing cham-
ber; wherein said second bore is disposed to direct
said fluid having said second drop weight when
ejected from said firing chamber; and

a third bore (606) disposed to direct said fluid
having said third drop weight when ejected from
said firing chamber such that said first bore, said
second bore, and said third bore direct said fluid
having said first drop weight, said fluid having said
second drop weight, and said fluid having said third
drop weight in a desired direction.
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